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**Shakespeare and the Classics Plutarch Ovid and Inspiration** - by Andrew Phillips and Patrick Hunt

The authors of this article are amusingly inspired by the coincidence that in 1572 one of the masters of Shakespeare's Stratford grammar school king's new school was Simon Hunt and that the will of a fellow actor named Augustine Phillips bequeathed the bard thirty gold shillings in 1605.

**Do we actually know what Shakespeare looked like?** - When you think of Shakespeare, you probably have a particular image of the bard in mind: a receding hairline, heavy-lidded eyes, a thin mustache, and long wavy hair. As historical figures go, you...

**The Lady in Red Medieval Menstruation** - OnTheTudorTrail.com

Today's post is a fascinating article by Karen Harris and Lori Caskey Sigety, co-authors of the *Medieval Vagina: An Historical and Hysterical Look at All Things Vaginal*. Harris is a college instructor by day and a writer by night.

**The Ghost of Anne Boleyn** - OnTheTudorTrail.com

Anne Boleyn, an immortal queen. It is my opinion that hidden in the fabric of ancient walls and floors remains an imprint of its previous inhabitants and events that echoed in that space.